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A general definition of geometry is given which leads naturally to an associated 
ring and to different kinds of formulae involving various constants associated with 
subgeometries. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
Combinatorics is the science of counting and there are various general 
theories that aid in this cause, e.g., the theory of generating functions. 
However, in the course of counting subconfigurations of finite geometries 
the author was struck by the fact that before knowing how to count one 
must know what to count. One must also know how much information is 
necessary to solve a particular problem: either we do not have enough and 
the problem cannot be solved, or if there is too much we have to search, 
quite often in vain, through the information to achieve the required result. 
This paper gives an answer to the question of what to count: one counts 
models of geometries. It also gives an answer to the question of the amount 
of combinatorial information necessary to achieve a certain result: one 
must consider closed subsets of geometries where the subsets contain the 
inchion or extension numbers required. The sizes of automorphism groups 
are shown to be closely connected to these numbers. 
A ring W(r) is defined given any closed set of geometries. (It would be an 
algebra if the coefficient ring were chosen to be a field rather than Z.) The 
natural basis elements of the ring correspond to the geometries in IY Then 
it is shown that this ring contains exactly the same information as that 
contained in the inclusion numbers of f. In fact, given any geometry b of f 
a homomorphism is defined from ‘X(f) to Z such that the basis element 
corresponding to any geometry a of r is mapped to the number of times 
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that a is a subgeometry of b. V(r) is the unique ring with this property and 
so it is called the natural ring of f. This ring therefore provides the natural 
ialgebraic setting for many kinds of counting problems. 
In most combinatorial investigations extension numbers have been 
neglected in favour of the inclusion numbers; why is this? This paper shows 
that, although both types of numbers are related via the sizes of 
automorphism groups, the inclusion numbers are more easily calculated 
(using the natural ring or analogous methods). However, it is shown that a 
knowledge of extension numbers is very handy when classifying geometries 
or when calculating sizes of automorphism groups. (One cannot, in 
general, calculate the number of automorphisms knowing only inclusion 
numbers.) 
After giving the basic definitions of models and geometries and their 
associated combinatorial constants in Section 1, we proceed in Section 2 to 
define and investigate the properties of the natural ring V(f) associated 
with any closed set of geometries. Then we show how to define a set of 
geometries that extends any given set. In examples we show the reader how 
to generate plenty of classes of geometries that are useful in the com- 
binatorial analysis of well-known structures, e.g., graphs and matrices. 
In “Rings of Geometries II” the combinatorial properties of finite projec- 
tive (and sometimes affme) planes will be investigated, using the framework 
developed in the present paper. For example, the formula for the number of 
sets of seven points, no three collinear, in a projective plane of order q is 
shown to be a constant, depending only on q, minus the number of sub- 
planes of order two in the plane. But the above constant is negative when q 
equals six. Hence a proof that no plane of order six exists is a simple 
corollary of the theory. This is only a small example of the possibilities 
available when combinatorics is better understood. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
1 .l. DEFINITION (Model). A model is an ordered triple (X, cp, Y), where 
X is a set of objects called elements, Y is a set of objects called sub- 
geometries, and cp is a mapping from 2x onto Y = (2x)“. (2X is the set of all 
subsets of X.) Further, cp satisfies the “hereditar)! condition for models” 
following: 
VA, Br X, Av = Bv 3 3 a bijection y from A to B such that 
c~lA=~(cplB). 
Note that cp 1 S is the mapping from 2’ to Y obtained by restricting the 
mapping cp to the subsets of some S z X. Also, y maps 2A to 2’ in the 
natural way. 
1.2. DEFINITION (Isomorphic and equivalent models ). Two models 
I K = (A, 2, C’) and 1 = (B, /I’. D ) are called isomorphic~, (we write I // % 1 I_ 
if and only if there exists a bijection ;’ from A to B with S’ = S !{. ‘VS c- .,I. If 
there also holds A” = B” then we say that l and 1 are r~yui~rl~~~ (and 
write 4’ E. 1 ‘). (Thus , K =. 1 if and only if 3 bijection ;’ from il to 13 such 
that r = yb.) 
1.3. DEFINITION (Submodel). If .4 = (X, cp, Y) is a model and if A c X, 
then .&‘A is defined to be the ordered triple (A. y, I A. (2,“)“) (which is also 
a model), and it is called the suhmo&f c?f X induced h,r ‘4. (Thus 
KX = I 8 o X is the element set of .+‘4. ) 
Note that if A and B are subsets of elements of a model &I, then 
,&A 3 .&B if and only if they correspond to the same subgeometry of .J?‘, 
(if and only if AV = P). Hence cp induces a natural equivalence relation on 
the set of subsets of its elements: A = Bo A’” = P. This equivalence 
relation could have been used as a starting point to define models, except 
for the fact that isomorphic models are not always equivalent. 
1.4. DEFINITION (Geometry). A geometrjl g is the class of all models 
equivalent to a particular model .44. This equivalence class we call g = .#. 
1.5. AXIOM. [f .A? = (X, cp, Y) is u model then M‘L’ can assume thut 
XV = .&?. Thus two models are equivalent if and only if their sets of elements 
are mapped to the same geomerr?,. 
1.6. DEFINITWN (Subgeometry of a geometry). A suhgeometr~. of‘ u 
geometry g is a subgeometry of any model of g. Let the set of all sub- 
geometries of g be .V( g). Then by Axiom 1.5, 9(g) = Y, where g = . # and 
.A! = (X, cp, Y). 
Note that the subgeometry AV of a geometry g = .B, (where 
.&’ = (X, cp, Y) and A 5 X), is by Axiom 1.5 the geometry .#A of the sub- 
model of .4? induced by A. 
1.7. NOTATION (6, lg/, [g], Aut( g)). g d h for two geometries g and h 
means that g is a subgeometry of h. Also, /gl denotes the size of the set of 
elements of any model of g. FinalIy, [g] denotes the size of the group s/ 
automorphisms Am(g) of a geometry g, which is the group of permutations 
y that preserve equivalence on the elements of a model of g. (Thus 
,&‘A~,XA7,VAcX, where.#=gand.&X=.4.) 
1.8. EXAMPLE (Combinatorial structure). Most types of comhinatoriaf 
structure (for example, projective planes, graphs, block designs. etc.) may 
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b’e. considered to be an ordered pair (S, LX), where S is a set and c( is a map- 
ping which takes each subset of S to the number of times that subset occurs 
in the structure. For a projective plane we could let S be the set of points of 
the plane and let a be the map from 2S to (0, I) such that T” = 1 o Tc S 
and T is a line of the plane. For a graph, let S be the set of vertices and let 
a be the map from 2’ to (0, 1, 2,...} such that 0 is mapped to 0, a vertex is 
mapped to the number of loops at that vertex, a pair of vertices is mapped 
to the number of edges between that pair, and larger subsets are mapped to 
0. (Michigan graphs have no loops or multiple edges and so the mapping a 
of a Michigan graph maps only certain pairs of vertices to 1 and all the 
other subsets to 0.) Now given any combinatorial structure (S, a) there is a 
natural way to construct a geometry from it. First we need a model 
-&!(S, a). Define d(S, a) to be (S, cp, Y), where the equivalence relation on 
:!’ induced by cp is given by: A = B o 3 bijection y from A to B such that 
(a ! A) = y(a 1 B). If we identify each equivalence class with a geometry then 
by Axiom 1.5 this model is unique and is called the natural model of the 
structure (S. a). The geometry corresponding to ,X is called the nuturul 
geometry 9(S, a) of (S, a). 
1.9. DEFINITION (Inclusion and extension numbers). Let a and b be any 
two geometries. Define the inclusion number of a in b, (a, b] = the number 
Iof subsets of a fixed model of b on element set B that induce a model of u, 
(a,b]=\{S(SQ&&%=a}(, where J= b. 
Define the extension number of a to b, [a, b) = the number of models of b 
on a fixed set of elements containing a fixed model of a, 
[a, b)= I{&X/J=b, 4! has element set B, m=u}(, 
where A G B are fixed sets of size (a( and 1 b( respectively, and ,&!A is a fixed 
model of a. 
Note that if lul>Jb\, then (u,b]=[u,b)=O. If u=b, then 
(a, a] = [a, a) = 1. Also, a < bo (a, b] b 1 o [a, b) 2 1. 
1.10. THEOREM. If a and b are finite geometries, (geometries on finite 
sets of elements), then 
Cal(a, bl n! = Ca, bIbI, where n = 161 - (a(. 
Proof: Assume n 2 0 as otherwise (a, b] = (b, a] = 0 and the equation 
has both sides zero. Let B be a set of size Ib(. Let p = / {(&, 4?)I.d= a, 
&j = b, .d = gA, and 9?B = g}I. The number of models 3 of b on B is 
Ibl!Cbl I, and for each model there are (a, b] subsets A inducing a. Hence 
p= (h(![h] ‘(a, h]. The number of subsets of B of size /(I/ is (151) and OII 
each such subset there are iuji[.fl] ’ models of m. each of which has 1~~ h) 
extensions to a model of h on B. Hence p = ( 12; )lrri ![u] ‘[u, I’)), and so by 
equating these two equations for /’ we obtain the above formula. 
1.11. EXAMPLE (The null subgeometry of a geometry). L,et g be a 
geometry and let Q(g) be the subgeometry of g induced by the empty sub- 
set ofelements. Then [Q(g)]== 1 ==(@(g), g], Also [Q(g), g)=IgI![g] ’ 
which checks with Theorem 1. IO. 
1.12. AXIOM. There exists (I unique null geometry @. /t is u subgeomt?trls 
qf’ every geometry. 
1.13. THEOREM (Property of extension numbers). Let g he uny finite 
geometry. Then for each integer i which sati$e.s 0 < i < / gj, there holds 
where the sum is over all x < g 
with (xl = i. 
ProojY By Theorem 1.10, 
CC% g) , i;T==z(\g]-i)!+$ 
\ 
.- ‘lg&i)! c (& g] - 
I 
=(/gl -i)! lgl 
i ‘, Cgl i 
I‘d! 
=i!cgl. 
1.14. EXAMPLE (Afline and projective plane automorphism groups). 
Consider a projective plane 71 of finite order q. Let S be the set of q2 + q + 1 
lines of rc. Let c1 be the mapping from 25 to {O, 1) taking the subsets of 
q + 1 lines through each point of n to 1 and all the other subsets to 0. Then 
let g be the natural geometry %(S, ct) induced by this combinatorial struc- 
ture. (See Example 1.8.) If we put i= q2 + q in Theorem 1.13 we see that 
w+q+l)!=ccw) 
(q2 +qVlIxl , [xl ’ 
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where the sum is over all affine subplanes x of rc. Since an affine plane is 
uniquely extendable to a projective plane, there holds [x, g) = 1, and so 
(q2+q+1)[glP’=C [xl-‘. 
Thus the inverse of the size of the automorphism group of a projective 
plane is equal to the average of the inverses of the sizes of the 
automorphism groups of all its afline subplanes. 
1.15. THEOREM (One-step extension numbers). Zf a and b are finite 
geometries with a<b, and lb1 - [a( =n, then [a, b)=x [ao, a,)[~,, al)... 
[a,- ,, a,,), where the sum is over all sequences qf geometries a = a, < 
12, < .’ . <a,, = b. 
Prooj Let & be a model of a on element set A and let 
B= A u {Pi,..., P,} be any set of size Ib( containing A. Now [a, b) is the 
number of models Jf of b on B such that NA = 4’. Each such model JV 
induces and is induced by a sequence of geometries a = a, < a, < . . . < 
a,=b,whereai=JlrAiandA,=AujP,,...,Pi} (Vl<i<n).Thisgivesthe 
formula. 
1.16. EXAMPLE. Let g be a finite geometry with Ig( = n. Then if we put 
a = @ and b = g in Theorem 1.15, we obtain 
where the sum is over all sequences of geometries @ = g, < g, < . .. < 
g,- i < g, = g. Thus one can calculate from a knowledge of all one-step 
extension numbers, all other extension numbers in the geometry, and also 
the size [g] of Aut(g). From Theorem 1.10 one can then calculate all the 
inclusion numbers associated with the geometry. It is quite easy to con- 
struct pairs of geometries that have the same arrays of inclusion numbers 
but differently-sized automorphism groups and therefore different arrays of 
extension numbers. (We leave this as an exercise.) Hence the extension 
numbers may be said to contain more information about a geometry and 
all its subgeometries than the inclusion numbers. However, in the next sec- 
tion we shall see that inclusion numbers are much better behaved than 
extension numbers and they still give a lot of information about geometries. 
1.17. EXAMPLE. Here we discuss a very common situation in com- 
binatorics: that of classifying structures of varying types. (For example, 
suppose we are classifying all Michigan graphs on ten points or less by 
computer.) First of all, suppose we have an algorithm (which naturally 
depends on the type of structures chosen), which tells us when two models 
correspond to the same geometry. Proceeding by induction suppose vvc 
have classified all the geometries of required type on IZ elements. and the 
sizes of their automorphism groups. Let these geometries he g, . . . . . g,,,. In 
order to classify all geometries of required type on n + 1 eiements we must 
extend g, ,..., g,,, in all possible ways such that the new geometries obtained. 
say h, ,..., h,, have only g, ,..., g,,, as subgeometries of size II. 
Since we want to make sure that every geometry h, is found, we have to 
check all possible one-step extensions from ,q, to h, using the given 
algorithm of equivalent models. Thus [g,, h,) is automatically calculated. 
Since, for all .j, there holds C;’ l fg,,h,]=n+ 1. then using Theorem 1.10 
we have that 
The right-hand side is known by the induction hypothesis and so the size of 
the automorphism group of h, has been calculated, (Vj), Note that if we 
store at each stage n!/[g,] instead of [gi], then the calculation above can 
be done only using integers as then 
,,i 
(n + 1 )!iCh;l = C Ig;, hi) n!lC~,l 
,= I 
See 2.7 for a precise definition of this very common but little-investigated 
extension process. Using Theorem 1.10 again we see that (g,, hi] = 
[Is,> hjXh,llCsJ k is nown also. In this way we can calculate, while con- 
structing the geometries of required type, also all the interesting numbers 
involved. This can save a large amount of time. (Sometimes even more time 
can be saved if the number of extensions necessary can be reduced, by 
some suitable arguments involving the particular geometries.) 
2. RUNGS OF GEOMETRIES 
2.1. DEFINITION (Closed set of geometries). A set of geometries is said 
to be closed if for al1 triples of geometries (a, 6, c) with a < b < c, a E r, and 
c E r, then b is also in K 
2.2. EXAMPLE. If g is any geometry, then Y(g), ( = the set of all sub- 
geometries of g), is closed. 
2.3. DEFINITION (V(T)). To each closed set of geometries I’ we 
associate a ring W(r) as follows. Let each element of the ring be a formal 
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sum Ids r q,(d), where adE Z (Vde r), and the elements (d) are assumed to 
be linearly independent. Addition in C (ZJ is defined to be the natural one: 
C aA4 + C Bd(4 = 1 (ad + Bd)(4. 
However, multiplication is a little more complicated. It is defined via the 
basis elements (d) and then extended to the whole of G??(r) by assuming 
that both left and right distributive laws hold. We define 
(d)(e) = C $Yf), 
/-t I‘ 
where 
a?= [{(D, E))DuE= F,m=d,z=e}l, 
for a fixed model J&’ off on a set F. (Thus a? is the number of ways d and 
(? “glue together” to give a fixed model of,fi) 
Note that we could use other coefficient rings or fields instead of Z. If 
l.his is done we denote the ring obtained by %,Jf), where R is the coef- 
Gcient ring. However, it is necessary then to check that the following 
I:heorems are still valid (but if R is a field then %R(r) is an algebra). In 2.3, 
i,f we change the definition of a 7 by admitting only disjoint unions of D u E 
‘to give F then we obtain the ring used by Cameron [2]. However, his 
l(graded) ring has a more complicated structure than ours, and hence is 
harder to use for our purposes (in counting, etc). W(f) has appeared before 
in various guises. For example, it has been used in the special case of 
,geometries obtained from graphs in [7], using both vertices and edges as 
(elements. This has yielded results useful for the reconstruction conjectures. 
#Other types of rings have also been constructed (see [3], for example). 
2.4. THEOREM. Let r be a closed set of geometries containing a,,..., a,. 
Then in V(f), 
(a,)(ad... (a,)= 1 a,(d), 
rls I- 
where 
,for a ,fixed model ~2’ of d on element set D. 
Proc?f. For nl = I, the formula holds because x,, == 1 11 ti = U, and 7,; -: 0 
otherwise. For m = 2, it follows from 2.3. We proceed by induction. :sup- 
pose it holds for some m > , 2 and prove it for ~1 -1 I Thus 
where c(~ is as above: 
where 
Ii 
,?l + 1 
a:,= (A,,..., A,,, , ) u A,=E,.%.A,=a, /=~ I - i: 
for a fixed model I 4” of r on element set E, because clearly, 
X:,=~,,,-~,ff~‘~. 
Note that in Theorem 2.4, the product does not depend on ordering and 
is associative. Hence V’(r) is a commutative associative ring. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let /‘ be a ,finite closed set consisting of’ n geometries. 
Then r is isomorphic to the direct sum of U, n times. Also each geometry g in 
r corresponds to a homomorphism ya: W;(r) -+ Z such thut 
And it corresponds to a principal idempotent qf %( I-): 
I,= c (-1) Idi ‘“‘(g, d](d). 
‘It I‘ 
(These idempotents are pairwise orthogonal.) 
Every basis element (d) of ‘8(f) can be written uniquely as a sum of these 
idempotents: 
(4= c (4 81 1,. 
ci r‘ 
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The identity element of V(T) is given by I= CRC,- I,, and if @E I-, then 
I= (@). 
Proof. 
and so yg is an additive homomorphism from q(r) to Z. To show that yn is 
also a multiplicative homomorphism we let d, e E I-. Then 
((d)(e))‘b = ( c a?(f))“, (with a? as in 2.3), 
=,<:,,, 81 
t 
=I{(D,E)Im=d,%?=e}(, foralixedmodel%ofgI 
= (4 sl(e, sl 
Since (d) (where dE r), form a basis for W(r), then y, is a homomorphism 
from W(r) to Z, for all g E IY 
Now define a map y, from g:(r) to a”, (the direct sum of L, n times), by 
y = (xj‘Yl ) xi’Q )..., Prq, w E w)), 
where r= {g , ,..., g,, 1. Then Y IS a homomorphism because each yg, is a 
homomorphism. Also, y is injective: for 
x= 1 a,(d) #O, and .yy = 0 
dt I’ 
* 1 44 81 =@ VJg E 0 
crcr 
=a a,(c, c] = 0 9 a‘ = 0 
(where c is a geometry of r with a minimal number of elements with non- 
zero a,.)-a contradiction. Hence 5” = 0 o x = 0, Vx E q(r). 
To show that ;’ is surjective, tie calculate that 
(f ,,I c:(i) ,._,. 1. . . 01. 
with a I in the ith position. Thus 
(/Jr = c ( -- I V” ‘“‘(g,, d](d. g] 
dc I 
= (1 -. 1 )lxi l.K~l(~,, fJ 
i 
0 if gzg,, zz 
1 if g=g,. 
Hence y is surjective and the Z,?, (g, E I-), are the principal idempotents of 
V(r). Let de r. Then 
(d)‘= ((d);‘“l,.... (d)‘“)= ((d, ,gl] ,..., (d, g,]) 
Since the identity of Z” is (I,..., l), we see that the identity of %‘(I’) is 
given by 
I= (l,..., I)’ ’ = c I,. 
pE I’ 
If @, the null geometry, is in 1; then (Q)(g) = (g), (Vg E r), implies that 
I= (CD). (Gluing @ to a geometry does not change it. See 2.3. ) 
2.6. THEOREM (The calculation of “gluing numbers” using inclusion 
numbers). Zf d, e, andf are any finite geometries, then the number qf ways 
of gluing d and e to give a fixed model A? off is given by: 
x:‘=1{(D,E)InuE=F,~=d,.XE=ej( 
= c (- 1 )‘.‘I ‘“‘(d, gl(e, gl(g, f 1, 
R 
where the sum is over all geometries g with d G g, e G g, and g G f. 
Proof. Let f= {geometries g(d<g, e<g, and s<J‘}. If r=d. then 
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(II? = 0 and the formula holds, Suppose that Tf 4. Then r is a finite closed 
set of geometries (s Y(f)). In V(r), by Theorem 2.5 there holds 
= 1 (4 axe, al c (- 1 P+‘“‘(a, glk). 
usl- RET 
Equating the coefficients of (f) gives us the calculation of c$“. 
Note that if d and e are in a closed set r of geometries, then the 
inclusion number (d, e] is given by the coefficient of (e) in (d)(e). Thus the 
amount of information about a finite closed set of geometries f in terms of 
inclusion numbers is equal to that contained in the ring V(f). Thus, in 
general, one cannot calculate the extension numbers or sizes of 
automorphism groups from V( ZJ. 
It also follows that the reconstruction conjectures (e.g., about graphs or 
their duals, see Examples 2.12 and 2.13) are equivalent to proving that, 
within certain classes G of geometries, for two geometries g and h in G with 
a bijection y: Y(g) -+ Y(h) such that y induces a ring isomorphism 
W(Y(g)) -+ W(Y(h)), then g = h. 
2.7. DEFINITION (The set of extensions of a set of geometries). Let f be 
any set of geometries. Define Ext(f) to be a set of geometries with the 
following properties: 
(a) VgE r, Y(g) c Ext(T), (i.e., 9’(r) c Ext(T)), 
(b) Vhe Ext(T), g<h and (gl 6 Ikl (for some ke l’) dg</ for some 
ler, (i.e., gEY(T), 
(c) for all g, h~Ext(f)\U~~, ,4p(k)=Ext(f)\.Y’(T), ggk*g=h. 
(d) Ext(T) is as large as possible. 
2.8. AXIOM. Given I-, Ext(T) is unique. 
2.9. THEOREM. If { Ikl 1 kE r} has u largest element n, then 
Ext(T)\Y(T)= Ext(f,?)\Y(T,,), where I-,,= {g~f 1 lg( =n}. 
Proof. If g E f and lgl <n, then any extensions of g in Ext(T) of size 
dn are subgeometries of larger geometries in f. Hence g is superfluous in 
defining Ext( f )\Y( f). 
Note that we shall mainly consider finitely generated sets of geometrtcs 
from now on, and so we consider extensions Ext(I‘,,), where / ‘,i is a finite 
set of finite geometries of size II. However it could also be that there arc 
interesting classes of infinitely generated geometries that we have not con- 
sidered. If I.,, is a finite set of finite geometries of size w > 1, then Lxt( I ‘,, j
may be considered to be the set of geometries obtained by gluing together 
the subgeometries of size n -- I in Y’( f‘,,) so thal the only subgeometries of 
size n obtained are in I’,,. 
2.10. EXAMPLE (Number geometries). Suppose that the number ! is a 
geometry on one element. Then Ext(l‘,,,), (where I’,, , = ; 1 j ). contains a 
unique geometry n for each cardinal number II 3 0. Thus II is the unique 
geometry of Ext(/‘(,,) on n points. Hence (m, n] = (,;,), [PI] = n!, [rn, II) = I, 
Vrn dne Ext(T(,,). In %?(Ext(/‘,, ,)), there holds 
2.11. EXAMPLE (Set geometries). Suppose that each element 
corresponds to a different geometry of size 1. Let E be the infinite set of all 
elements. Then Ext(E) is the set of geometries, where each subset x of E 
corresponds to unique geometry. (Since E is infinite, then Ext(E) is 
infinitely generated.) Then (Y. .Y J = 1 o .Y c ~9. Also [x] = 1, V-Y 5 E. And 
[x, JI)=(/Y~ -1x1)! if XEJJ, or 0 otherwise. In V(Ext(E)), there holds 
(x)(y)= 1 (3)=(.Yu1’). 
I 
2.12. EXAMPLE (Michigan graphs). Let the elements of our geometries 
correspond to the vertices of Michigan graphs, (see 1.8), and let f(G) be 
the set of graphs on two vertices: (. ., .-.)-. Then Ext(f(G)) is the set of all 
Michigan graphs. 
2.13. EXAMPLE (Dual Michigan graphs). Let the elements be.the edges 
of Michigan graphs. Let F’(D) be the set of eleven dual graphs on four 
edges. Then Ext(T(D)) is the set of all dual Michigan graphs. (It is &so the 
set of linear spaces with at least two points per line and at most two lines 
through each point.) 
2.14. EXAMPLE (Ramsey theory). Quite often it happens that Ext(f) is 
a finite set of geometries. This is the case in Ramsey-type problems, which 
we shall now illustrate with a classical example. Let r be the set of 
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Rllichigan graphs on three vertices, {-I-, L}. Then Ext(T) is the set of ten 
graphs {@, a, * *, --,tl-.,i.,Z:,Kl,X,O}. 
Since the largest graph in Ext(T) has live vertices, it follows that any 
hdichigan graph on six or more vertices has at least one subgraph of size 
three which is not on f. Thus it contains at least one of the two graphs 
. * ., A. This gives the Ramsey number R,( 3, 3) = 6. (See [S] for an 
introduction to Ramsey theory.) 
2.15. EXAMPLE (The row/column geometry of a (rl matrix). Let A be 
an m x n Ckl matrix (a matrix of O’s and l’s). Define a geometry from it, 
where the set of elements is the union of the set of rows with the set of 
columns. Two subgeometries will be equivalent if and only if they corre- 
spond to essentially the same submatrix. (We must map rows to rows and 
columns to columns.) In terms of generators, we have 4 types of geometry 
on two elements: two rows, a 1 x 1 zero matrix, a 1 x 1 identity matrix, two 
columns. Call this set of geometries r(O-1). Then Ext(T((r1)) gives all 
m x n row/column geometries. (See [ I] for a recent paper using essentially 
this type of geometry.) 
2.16. THEOREM (The permanent of a (rl matrix). Let A he an n x n b-1 
matrix and let g = 9(A) he its row/column geometry. Then 
PerMA) = (n!) ’ 2 (- 1 )“‘(i, f1’Y.L 81, 
I s R 
where i is the 1 x 1 identity matrix geometry, 
and so perm(A) = (n!) ’ 2 (- 1 )“lh”, 
B 
where the sum is over all s&matrices B qf A with r + c = 1 BJ rows and 
columns and with b 1’s. 
Proof: n! perm(A) = the coefficient of (g) in (i)” (calculated in %?(Y(g)) 
and 
(i)“=(~~(i.I.lI~~=~~(i,(l”li 
=,C, (i, fl” 1 ( - 1 )“I “‘(L Al(h). 
< l<h 
‘Thus the coefficient of (g) is 
C (i fl”( - 1 P ‘W 81 
=~~~(-l)‘.~‘(i,fl’*(f; sl, as lgl =h. 
582a’44!1-4 
( ON(‘L.IJSION 
It has been shown how to set up a geometrical structure on well-known 
combinatorial objects and how to construct the nattrral ring of the 
associated geometries. In “Rings of Geometries II” it will be shown how to 
use the theory of this paper to prove theorems about counting subcon- 
figurations of finite projective planes. For example, it will be proved that 
there is a formula for the number of times a given WI x n matrix occurs as a 
submatrix of the incidence matrix of a projective plane of order y. This for- 
mula only involves certain variables: the number of times submatrices of 
size 6m x II, with at least three l’s in each row and column, occur in the 
incidence matrix. Also, a formula for the number of blocking sets in a pro- 
jective plane will be given and used to show that the number of blocking 
sets of size 55 in a plane of order 10 is equal to a constant plus the number 
of Farno configurations in the plane. As usual. the investigation involves 
setting up a geometry associated with the plane, which brings out the num- 
ber of blocking sets as a ring structure constant. One final point, mentioned 
in [a], and proved by a rank argument similar to that in [6], is that given 
any geometry K, the number of subgeometries of size i in Sq is nondecreasing 
for id /g//2. The nature of these sequences is not well understood at 
present, and a future study should be made of them. 
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